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VOCABULARY 

FICHA 9- The offside 

 Circle the correct definition for the following words or 
sentences: 

 
- OFFSIDE POSITION 

a.  A player is an offside position if he is in such a position as to be able to 
play or receive a ball legally. There must be two opposition players in front 
of an attacking player when the ball is played to him by a team mate. 

b. A player is in an offside position if he is closer to the opponent’s goal line 
than both: the ball and the second-to-last defender, but only if the player is 
in his opponent’s half of the field of play. 

c. Punishment given by the referee for a violation of the rules by the 
defending team inside its own penalty area. This punishment is most 
commonly given for fouls and handballs. 
 

- RULE 
a. A practical method or skill applied to a particular task. 
b. An authoritative indication to be obeyed; a command. 
c. Directions that define the way a game or sport is to be conducted. 

 
- CROSSBAR 

a. Horizontal goalpost which connects two vertical posts. 
b. A pair of posts usually joined with a crossbar to form a goal. 
c. A fabric made of threads or cords that are woven or knotted together at 

regular intervals. 
 

 Circle the correct translation for the following words: 

WAIT AND SEE CROSSBAR TO RAISE THE HAND 
ABOVE ONE’S HEAD 

a. Espera y actúa a. Poste a. Elevar la mano por 
encima de la cabeza 

b. Observa y actúa b. Larguero  b. Hacer una señal discreta 
con la mano 

c. Espera y observa c. Banderín de esquina c. Señalar con la mano 
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GANAR VENTAJA NO HAY POSICIÓN DE 
FUERA DE JUEGO 

INTERFERIR CON EL 
ADVERSARIO 

a. To win advantage a. Onside position a. To interfere with play 
b. To gain advantage b. Not in an onside 

position 
b. To demolish an 
opponent 

c. To earn advantage c. Offside position c. To interfere with an 
opponent 

 

 

 


